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state.1 By that time the Hellenes had become fixed in their
adherence to their separate cities as the only possible political
unit for civilized man, and the development of any wider
union, except in backward districts where the cities were
small and weak, was no longer possible.
In Athens too, as in Ionia, the kingship was gradually
stripped of its powers—gradually, and without any violent
conflict, it would seem. First of all, in the time of a king who
was not a good soldier, comes the appointment of a
Polemarchos,2 a War-Lord, who is perhaps in theory chosen
by the king on the advice of his council, but in effect would
be appointed by the " princes " of the council from among
their fellow-aristocrats.
Then, the control of force having gone, the legal headship
of the state follows. The nobles elect from among their number
a Regent, or Archon,3 holding office for life, and with that
step the king is relegated to the position of a faineant. The
functions that the archon took over were, above all, the
major part of the king's judicial duties. In effect, he thus
became the guardian of property, as is shown by his inaugural
oath " that every man should hold to the end of his archon-
ship what he held before it ".4 The archons also swore " to
keep their oaths as in the days of Akastos ",5 which gives
the name of the king, one of the last Athenian dynasty, that
of the Medontidai, under whom this probably peaceful revolu-
tion took place.
For a time, elected regent and hereditary monarchy may
have co-existed ; but, at most, not for long. Indeed, Aristotle
(who, however, had scarcely better evidence to work on, hi
dealing with the Dark Ages, than we have), ascribes equally
1 Cf., however, Hellanikos frag. 80 (Son Ar, Frogs, 1. 806): the Plataians
apparently received, at any rate after their own city was destroyed, a ciwtas
fine suffragio at Athens ; (so, says the S, the slaves who fought at Arginousai
were " enrolled as Plataians "); an anticipation of one of the means by which
Rome succeeded in dividing, governing, and so in the end assimilating her
neighbours as no city in Greece ever did.
8 Ar, Ath. Pol. iii.	s Ib,
* Ib., Ivi, The law*suits of which he took cognizance were also those
concerned with property and the family j see ibidem,	6 Ib., iii.

